What people say about Cecilia:
“What we got was a ‘rock-em, sock-em, hit-em between the eyes’ mini
extravaganza... Dynamic! Perpetual Motion!... You are first on our list for a
repeat performance... Lasting impact... Your enthusiasm is contagious!”
President, Superior Optical Company

CECILIA’S CLIENTS INCLUDE:

“Cecilia has the rare ability to turn a presentation onto an experiential
event. She uses personal experience in a comedic context to do more than
just elicit laughter. The experience has impact not just during her presentation but a lasting impact as participants consider the truths Cecilia exposed
in the context of their careers and lives.”
Conference Coordinator
The Chronic Disease Conference (A&M’s Nursing College)

American General

“Our special thanks go to Cecilia for presenting an outstanding program
that not only effectively explains the pain people encounter when going through change, but also and quite clearly, imparts a high degree of
motivation and enthusiasm for a professional approach to change management. Her demonstrative evangelistic fervor for helping professional
change-agents in organizations achieve success amidst the complexity
and ever changing business landscape is outstanding.”
Chevron Chemical Conference
“Cecilia A. Rose proved she is the reigning evangelist of how to embrace
change with her bright up-tempo presentation of ideas and excellent
content for “Success Through Motivation.” Ms. Rose is tiny but tough; a
preacher of the basics of merchandising and salesmanship but with an
energetic, improvisational performance that is entertaining and impressive”
20/20 Magazine

Chevron Chemical Conference
Shell Oil Corporation
Accenture Global Services
BHP Billiton Petroleum
Exxon Mobil, JPMorgan Chase
Continental Airlines
MD Anderson Cancer Center
OptiFare National Conference
Clemson University national
Women’s Conference
A&M (Nursing College) Chronic
Disease Conference

“You don’t have to know where
you are going, you just have to
be willing to open The NEXT
Door.”
Cecilia Rose
Executive Career Strategist
& Keynote Speaker

“Dynamic! Perpetual Motion! She is always thoroughly prepared and gives
a vibrant presentation. Good Things come in small packages; so does
dynamite. Cecilia is a perfect blend of both.”
President,
Louisiana Association of Dispensing Management

cecilia@ceciliarose.com • linkedin.com/in/ceciliaarose
Twitter: @ceciliaspeaks • Office: 713-588-4668

